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Plutonium is a radiologically significant alpha-particle
emitter. The potential for adverse health effects from internal
exposures due to plutonium intakes has been recognized since
the 1940s. The workforce of the Sellafield nuclear facility
(Cumbria, UK), includes one of the world’s most important
groups of plutonium-exposed workers for studying the
potential health risks of this internal exposure. However,
for several hundred workers employed at the start of
plutonium work at the facility (1952–1963), historical
monitoring records based on measurements of urinary
excretion of plutonium are not sufficiently reliable to provide
the accurate and unbiased exposure assessments needed for
epidemiological studies. Consequently, these early workers
have had to be excluded from such studies, significantly
reducing their power. We constructed a population-specific
quantitative job exposure matrix (JEM) to estimate the
average intakes of ‘‘typical plutonium workers’’ in this
period, from 1952–1963, and assessed its validity and
sensitivity to exposure assessment decisions. We conducted
internal cross-validation using an a priori 10% extracted
sample to evaluate reliability of estimates, explored JEM
sensitivity to assumptions in the exposure assessment, and
assessed the impact of uncertainty in urinalysis measure-
ments on the precision of annual intake estimates using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methodology. Pairwise
correlations (RP) of estimated (JEM) and measured (10%
sample) annual intakes were moderate to high (RP . 0.4) for
10 out of 13 JEM groups, while absolute differences were
,20% for 11 out of 13 JEM groups. There was little evidence
of a temporal trend in correlations (P ¼ 0.13) or absolute

differences (P ¼ 0.34). The median JEM-derived cumulative
intake of 95.2 (IQR, 55.0–130.0) Bq was comparable to those
based on alternative assumptions in the exposure assessment
(median range, 95.2–100.0 Bq; 75th percentiles, 130.0–146.0
Bq). Measurement error simulation resulted in a 40–60%
reduced median cumulative intake but higher maximum
cumulative intakes. The JEM finds a balance between
reliability and precision that makes it useful for epidemio-
logical purposes and is relatively insensitive to specific
choices in the exposure assessment. This JEM will allow the
inclusion of workers with longest follow-up and who could
not be included up until now in epidemiological studies
without introducing significant bias. � 2019 by Radiation Research

Society

INTRODUCTION

The Sellafield site is the largest nuclear facility in the UK,
located on the western coast of Cumbria next to the Lake
District National Park. The first irradiated nuclear fuel
reprocessing operations and the plutonium production plant
started operations in February 1952 (1, 2). The workforce
includes one of the world’s most important groups of
workers exposed to plutonium for studying the potential
health risks of internal exposure from intakes of this alpha-
particle emitter, and includes over 12,500 individuals who
have been monitored for exposure to plutonium.

Plutonium can be hazardous to human health when it is
taken into the body, primarily because its main isotopes
undergo radioactive decay through alpha-particle emission;
this has been recognized since its discovery in the 1940s (3).
Epidemiological analyses of populations exposed to pluto-
nium provide the potential to directly investigate any health
effects of such internal exposures; studies of the heavily
exposed plutonium workers at the Mayak installation in the
former USSR have shown clear evidence of an excess risk
of cancer in the lung, liver and bone, where plutonium is
deposited. However, although the Sellafield plutonium

Editor’s note. The online version of this article (DOI: 10.1667/
RR15177.1) contains supplementary information that is available to
all authorized users.
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worker cohort has also been the subject of epidemiological
analyses, evidence of increased risks of cancer and other
diseases in this worker population has up to now been
limited (4–7), an important reason being the exclusion from
the studies of those working during the period of 1952 to
1963, because of serious problems with the assessment of
plutonium exposures for these workers (8–10).

Plutonium exposure estimates have always been largely
based on measurements of urinary excretion of plutonium
through a program of urine sample collection and analysis.
The modern convention is that an individual’s plutonium
intake and dose are then estimated from these monitoring
results using models of the biokinetics of plutonium from
entry to the body through to excretion (9). However, for
several hundred workers employed at the start of plutonium
work at Sellafield, from 1952–1963, historical monitoring
records of urine samples collected at the time lack sufficient
information to provide the reliable and unbiased exposure
assessments needed for risk analyses within epidemiological
studies. This is because many results were recorded only as
being less than a ‘‘reporting level’’, which was an
operational exposure control measure used during this
period when exposures were controlled by comparison with
a maximum permissible body burden [a threshold level for
plutonium intake below which it was believed, at that time,
there would be no adverse health effects (11)], rather than
against annual dose limits (12), and which pre-dates the
modern concept of internal doses and their assessment. This
reporting level was 20 times higher than the ‘‘limit of
detection’’ of the analytical technique used at the time,
which in turn is approximately five times higher than the
limit of detection for later samples. From other records,
available for some workers during this period, it is known
that many routine monitoring results were actually below
the analytical limit of detection at the time, and conse-
quently, assessments based solely on below-reporting-level
results produced untenably large minimum intake and dose
estimates (13). As a result of these limitations, it has not
been possible to include a significant proportion of the early
workforce in epidemiological studies of plutonium workers,
which has led to diminished statistical power within these
studies and has, accordingly, hampered investigation of
dose-response associations. Furthermore, inclusion of data
for these early Sellafield plutonium workers is particularly
important for epidemiological purposes because exposures
tended to have been higher than at any subsequent time, and
due to the passage of time, knowledge of health outcomes
among these early workers is increasingly complete as this
population ages.

Several methods to infer estimates of individual-level
exposure where temporal monitoring data are not available
have been used in occupational exposure assessment and
epidemiology, and include exposures self-reported by study
subjects, expert assessment (14), extra/interpolation of
known exposures (15), qualitative (16) and quantitative
job-exposure matrices (JEMs) (17) or combinations of these

methodologies. JEMs are a well-established exposure
assessment methodology in occupational epidemiology
and have, for example, been used in the assessment of
exposures to chemicals (18), as well as physical factors
including radiation (19, 20). However, there has been
limited application of JEMs within the field of internal
radiation exposure assessment and they have mainly been
developed using qualitative approaches (21). The goal of
the current work was to mitigate the impact of the problems
with plutonium exposure assessment for the early Sellafield
workforce through the development of a historical and
quantitative JEM. Here, we describe the development of the
JEM using a novel methodology of ‘‘exposure analogous’’
to account for issues of plutonium retention, and we report
on the benchmarking and validation of the JEM, as well as
its application for reassessing plutonium doses in the early
Sellafield plutonium workforce. The value of this popula-
tion-specific JEM is its future utility in studies of potential
health risks related to plutonium exposure in epidemiolog-
ical studies based on, or including, the Sellafield worker
cohort.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Sellafield Plutonium Exposure JEM

Six hundred and thirty plutonium workers employed during the
1952–1963 period for whom all urine sample results were recorded as
less than the 46 mBq (20 pg) reporting level were assigned to JEM
groups. [Note that original records report plutonium content by mass
(pg); the alpha activity value in becquerels (Bq) that this represents is
inferred using information about isotopic ratios in plant material at the
time, and on this basis the assumption used is that 1 pg ¼ 2.3 mBq
plutonium alpha activity].

These workers were then matched to 330 workers who worked in
one of these JEM groups in the same year as at least one of the JEM
cases and for whom this was their first job with potential for
plutonium exposure and who had better urinalysis records (i.e., they
had urinalysis results that were only censored by the analytical limit of
detection at the time); these workers have been termed ‘‘exposure
analogues’’. Both groups were used in the construction of the JEM,
and contributed a total of 4,906 annual work history records and 8,082
urinalysis results, which together with expert assessment and
additional information on industrial activities at the Sellafield site
throughout its history, were used to estimate average plutonium intake
levels for each of 14 identified ‘‘homogeneous plutonium exposure
working groups’’ for each year during the period of 1952–1963. A
‘‘homogeneous plutonium exposure group’’ describes a group of
workers for whom exposure is believed to come from the same
distribution (despite the fact that individual measurements may differ)
and therefore, for whom long-term mean exposure is comparable (22).
The 14 final homogenous plutonium exposure groups (henceforth
‘‘JEM groups’’) within the JEM are described in Table 1.

Average exposures were estimated using a modified version
(‘‘PumaXJEM’’) of the ‘‘PuMA’’ plutonium mass assessment code
(23). This code uses mathematical models of plutonium inhalation,
absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion to assess intakes.
The principal underlying methodology used was similar to that used
for the European Union Seventh Framework Programme SOLO
project (10), and was based on the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP) Publication 130 Human Respiratory
Tract Model (HRTM) (24) (using Sellafield plutonium nitrate
absorption parameters as defined for the SOLO project (10): fr ¼
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0.17, sr¼ 1.0; ss¼ 0.0022; fb¼ 0.002, sb¼ 0.0; f1¼ 0.0001) and the
revised ICRP Publication 67 (25) systemic model for plutonium
developed by Leggett et al. (26). The main difference between the
estimation procedures in the SOLO project and this project was that
we used maximum likelihood rather than Bayesian estimation to avoid
potential bias from using a relatively strong prior intake with heavily
censored data. Note that the JEM in this study produces estimates of
intakes of ‘‘total plutonium alpha activity’’. This permits doses to be
easily calculated for different time periods, as required by future
epidemiological research, and for the JEM to be readily updated to
reflect any potential changes to the underlying assumptions (e.g., with
respect to HRTM parameters or isotopic ratios)

The average annual plutonium intakes for each of the 14 JEM
groups are provided in the Supplementary Information (http://dx.doi.
org/10.1667/RR15177.1.S1) and were used to estimate cumulative
1952–1963 plutonium intakes in those 630 workers for whom all urine
sample results were recorded as less than the reporting level.

Validation and Sensitivity Analyses Procedures

Validation and assessment of sensitivity of the JEM to assumptions
in the exposure assessment consisted of three components: 1. Internal
cross-validation to evaluate stability of the estimates; 2. Inter/
extrapolation of temporal trends to evaluate the impact of assumptions
in the exposure assessment; and 3. Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) simulations to evaluate the impact of uncertainty in the
urinalysis measurements on which the subsequent exposure assess-
ment is based.

Internal cross-validation. Prior to any analyses, the dataset was
split into two separate sets using a random allocation algorithm:

1. The ‘‘JEM building’’ dataset contained a random sample of 90%
of all individuals (i.e., 574 JEM cases and 280 exposure
analogues; contributing 4,487 annual work records and 6,899
urinalysis records) and was used to develop the JEM.

2. The ‘‘validation’’ dataset contained the remaining 10% of all
individuals (i.e., 56 JEM cases and 50 exposure analogues;
consisting of 419 annual work records and 1,183 urinalysis
records).

For validation purposes, in the absence of an independent dataset,
we conducted internal cross-validation to evaluate how the model
results based on the 90% ‘‘JEM building’’ dataset generalize to the a
priori 10% validation dataset. Annual intakes (in Bq) were estimated
based on the 90% ‘‘JEM building’’ for the work group-year
combinations included in the 10% validation sample. Differences
between log-transformed measured values (i.e., in the 10% sample)
and estimated values (from the JEM based on the 90% sample) were
determined and aggregated absolute differences, expressed as
percentages, and Pearson correlation coefficients were determined
for each work group as well as per year across work groups.

Inter/extrapolation of temporal trends. Several of the 168 cells of
the JEM did not have annual intake estimates because no
measurements were recorded for those exposure groups in those
years (Supplementary Information; http://dx.doi.org/10.1667/
RR15177.1.S1). The most likely explanation was that there was
deemed to be no potential for exposure in these locations during these
specific periods, and therefore monitoring was unnecessary. Although
this was considered the most plausible explanation based on expert
review of the evidence, three sensitivity analyses were conducted to
explore the impact of this and other exposure assessment assumptions:

1. Empty cells in the middle of the JEM were imputed (i.e.,
excluding empty cells at the start, 1952, or end, 1963, of the JEM
period) using three different approaches; through linear interpo-
lation between adjacent cells in the JEM and from maximum
likelihood estimates from linear regression both with and without
log-transformation of the data [a standard assumption in
occupational epidemiology to account for the skewed distributions
of exposures often encountered (27)]. This analysis specifically
assessed the assumption that missing measurements, where they
had been collected in years before and after that particular year,
were not the result of there being no potential for intake, but
instead were the result of missing (i.e., not collected) data.

2. Similar to no. 1 (above), but with linear extrapolation to empty
cells at the start or end years of the JEM also similarly imputed.

3. All cells, both with an estimate and empty, were replaced by
maximum likelihood estimates from linear regression models
based on the data to assess the impact of non-negligible

TABLE 1
Number of Measurements in Validation Samples (N), Pearson Correlation

Coefficients (RP) and Absolute Differences (%) between Estimated and Measured
Annual Intake Values for each JEM Group

Group code Description N RP
a jDifferencej (%)b

General Default/nonspecific 22 0.40 6.47
ZC04 Plutonium finishing 329 0.96 1.11
Z005 Health physics and safety 229 0.61 8.53
Z011 Non-scientific research and development 21 0.56 17.66
ZC15 Plutonium recovery 33 1.00 6.61
Z016 Mechanical maintenance 36 0.44 9.55
ZC20 Research and development 225 0.74 11.94
ZC24 Instrument maintenance 192 0.58 6.64
ZC31 Training � 0.80 11.37
ZC36 Plant maintenance and construction � 0.55 5.54
Z039 Primary separation process 27 0.34 29.92
Z042 Electrical maintenance main 8 –0.57 55.81
Z075 Decontamination centre � – 18.34.
Z076 Laundry � – –

Notes. Cells containing only a minus sign (�) are based on pairwise comparisons for limited years only,
because there were no workers in that work group/year combination in the 10% validation set [ZC31 (n ¼ 5),
ZC36 (n ¼ 9), Z075 (n ¼ 2), Z076 (n ¼ 0)].

a Pearson coefficients for correlations between the estimated (based on the 90% JEM) and measured (in the
10% validation sample).

b Absolute relative differences (%) between the estimated (based on the 90% JEM) and measured (in the 10%
validation sample).
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measurement error. Replacement was done assuming linear as well
as log linear trends (similar to no. 1, above).

The alternative intake estimates were, in all cases, subsequently
used to re-estimate cumulative exposures for the 630 workers without
useful urinalysis data, which are directly compared to the JEM
(considered ‘‘best estimates’’).

Impact of Uncertainty in Urinalysis Measurements

MCMC simulation studies were conducted to assess the impact of
uncertainty in the urinalysis measurements on the cumulative intakes.
Coefficients of variation (CV) of each sample of urinalysis results that
informed each of the cells of the JEM were calculated and averaged
for each of the 14 homogeneous exposure groups. The natural
logarithm of each JEM estimate (l) was multiplied by the CV to
obtain an estimate for the corresponding standard deviation (r) of the
assumed normal distributions. One hundred ‘‘artificial’’ total intakes
for each worker were generated by adding together the single MCMC
draws from N(ln(l), r).

Study Approvals

The University of Manchester granted University Research Ethics
approval for the study on February 17, 2014 (reference no.
TPS170214). The project was approved by the NDA-PHE Epidemi-
ology Governance Group, which provides independent governance
and oversight of epidemiological research proposed or undertaken in
relationship to workers of the former British Nuclear Fuels Limited
(BNFL) sites.

RESULTS

Internal Cross-Validation

Table 1 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients (RP)
and relative (in %) differences in the absolute values
between the annual intake estimates based on the 90% JEM
building and the 10% validation datasets. RP are only
presented where pairwise comparisons could be made (i.e.,
no missing data in either dataset), and were moderate to
high (RP . 0.4) for the majority (10 of 13) of JEM groups.

They were small or negative for groups with only few

urinalysis data in the 10% validation sample: groups ZC31

(training), ZC36 (plant maintenance and construction),

Z042 (electrical maintenance), Z075 (decontamination

centre) and Z076 (laundry).

Relative absolute differences ranged from 1.1% to 55.8%,

but were ,20% for the majority (11 of 13) of JEM groups

and ,10% for approximately one half of the groups.

Differences were high for groups Z039 (primary separation

process, 29.9%) and Z042 (electrical maintenance, 55.8%),

although these were based only on few (n ¼ 27 and n¼ 8,

respectively) measurements. Pearson correlation coeffi-

cients and relative absolute differences are also shown for

each year in Table 2. RP are poor and range from –0.36 to

0.48 (mean RP ; 0.05), which can be explained by the fact

that different distributions of work groups contribute to the

different estimates; however, importantly, there is little

evidence of a significant trend in correlations over time (P¼
0.13). Similarly, there is little evidence of a trend in the

relative absolute difference (P ¼ 0.34), but the range of

differences is also large (range –56.2% to 20.9%), although

for nine of the twelve years the relative absolute difference

is ,10%.

Interpolation and Extrapolation of Temporal Trends

Figure 1 shows the cumulative plutonium intakes from

1952–1963 for the 630 workers based on the JEM in

comparison to cumulative intakes calculated using the seven

JEMs based on alternative assumptions in the exposure

assessment. As shown, these assumptions have minimal

impact on the distribution of intakes from cumulative

exposures for these workers. Median cumulative intake

using the JEM is 95.2 Bq (interquartile range, 55.0–130.0

Bq), while for the alternative assumptions the median

TABLE 2
Pearson Correlation Coefficients (RP) and Relative

Absolute Differences (%) per Year of the JEM

Year Number of comparisons RP
a jDifferencej (%)b

1952 7 –0.06 –56.2
1953 10 0.48 9.0
1954 10 0.27 7.7
1955 9 0.16 7.8
1956 4 0.08 20.9
1957 4 –0.04 4.4
1958 6 0.30 1.0
1959 6 0.15 18.0
1960 10 –0.27 13.7
1961 7 –0.36 2.7
1962 8 0.41 5.7
1963 6 –0.47 5.6
P for trend 0.13 0.34

a Pearson coefficients for correlations between the estimated (based
on the 90% JEM) and measured (in the 10% validation sample).

b Absolute relative differences (%) between the estimated (based on
the 90% JEM) and measured (in the 10% validation sample).

FIG. 1. Density plots of cumulative (total) individual intakes (Bq)
from 1952–1963 of plutonium based on annual intake estimates from
the final JEM (black) and the seven newly imputed JEMs (gray).
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ranges from 95.2 to 100.0 Bq and the 75th percentiles from

130.0 to 146.0 Bq.

Impact of Uncertainty in Urinalysis Data

The impact of uncertainty in the urinalysis results on the

cumulative 1952–1963 intakes is shown in Fig. 2. Inclusion

of measurement error in the simulations results in reduced

peak cumulative intake estimates from approximately 80–

120 Bq to approximately 50 Bq, but in higher maximum

cumulative intakes; the latter can be attributed to the

absence of an upper limit to the distribution in our

simulations. For illustration, histograms of log-transformed
cumulative JEM intakes and based on simulated intakes 1–
10 are presented in Fig. 3, and show comparable mean
cumulative intakes, but with larger variability for the
simulated intakes, as expected.

DISCUSSION

Here we have described the results of the construction,
sensitivity and validation exercises for a plutonium intake
job-exposure matrix for radiation workers employed at
Sellafield from 1952–1963 who were potentially exposed to
plutonium. A substantial review of all studies in the nuclear
industry worldwide that employed some form of a JEM as
part of the exposure assessment for epidemiology high-
lighted the importance of developing JEMs using a
systematic approach, and quantitative information, where
possible, and also the need for thorough validation and
sensitivity analyses as part of this process (21). The current
study follows these recommendations.

The use of a hybrid approach to JEM building for this
pilot study has proven to be successful and has generated
much more credible exposure estimates. Cumulative
plutonium intakes for this group of workers yielded realistic
estimates with median cumulative (total) 1952–1963 intake
of 95 Bq (ranging from 6 Bq to 990 Bq), which is
comparable to that of those workers in the same time period
who had reliable urinalysis data. In comparison, exposure
assessments based on conventional assessment methods
range from 534 Bq to 36,700 Bq, with a median of 4,659
Bq, which is not plausible in this population (unpublished
data). Internal cross-validation indicated that the JEM

FIG. 2. Density plot of cumulative (total) doses from 1952–1963
plutonium intake estimates for the 414 workers with intakes based on
the JEM (black) and for 100 MCMC simulated estimates (gray).

FIG. 3. Histograms of log-transformed cumulative 1952–1963 plutonium intake estimates for the 414 JEM
cases with intakes based on the JEM and on 10 simulated intakes.
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estimates were sufficiently accurate with differences
between the JEM estimates of average plutonium intake in
each homogeneous intake group and measured (from
urinalysis samples) intakes generally less than 10%, while
correlations within intake groups were moderate to good
with no strong evidence of a temporal trend. Evaluation of
the sensitivity of the JEM to assumptions in the exposure
assessment and of the uncertainty in the urinalysis data on
the 1952–1963 cumulative plutonium intake estimates
indicated impacts were relatively minor and unlikely to
have resulted in biased estimates. These results support the
main underlying assumption of the JEM that workers’ data
can be aggregated into ‘‘homogeneous exposure groups’’
and also, importantly, that the cumulative intakes derived
for these workers are of sufficient quality for use in future
epidemiological studies, with little evidence of possible bias
of the results (with respect to the factors evaluated here).

This study has some limitations. With respect to the
validation of the JEM, the main limitations are that there are
no additional urinalysis data available for this population
that could be used for more extensive internal (cross-
)validation, and similarly because this is a population-
specific JEM, external data for external validation are not
available.

Secondly, analyses have been based on estimates of
average intakes for given homogeneous intake groups and
years, and on the 1952–1963 cumulative intakes for
individual workers estimated from these. There is signifi-
cant variability in exposure at an individual level between
different workers doing the same work or for a worker
doing the same work on multiple occasions (i.e., within- and
between-worker variability), and therefore, these will differ
from the overall mean estimate at the aggregated level of the
JEM (28, 29). Novel approaches to better appreciate the
impact of classical and Berkson errors in radiation
epidemiology have been pursued, specifically (30, 31), but
the issue of estimation errors for individual workers is
inherent to the use of JEMs (29).

However, the strength of this approach is that, in the
absence of additional quantitative data, it enabled the
development of a quantitative JEM for plutonium intake as
well as the evaluation of the quality in terms of reliability,
precision and sensitivity to expert decisions that had to be
taken in the development of the JEM, for future
epidemiological studies.

In conclusion, this evaluation of the impact of assump-
tions in the exposure assessment and complementary
internal validation of the population-specific plutonium
intake JEM for workers employed at Sellafield from 1952–
1963, developed via the ‘‘hybrid method’’ using a mix of
quantitative and qualitative data (21) combined with our
novel approach of using ‘‘exposure analogues’’, indicates
that the resulting JEM is able to find a balance between
reliability and precision that makes it useful for epidemi-
ological purposes, and that it is relatively insensitive to
specific choices in the exposure assessment or to measure-

ment error in the urinalysis measurements on which the
JEM was based. As such, the JEM allows for a more
dependable assessment of internal exposure to plutonium
for workers employed at Sellafield between 1952 and 1963
with inadequate urinalysis data, thereby allowing the
inclusion of these workers with longest follow-up (and for
some with the highest plutonium intakes at Sellafield) that,
up until now, could not be included in epidemiological
studies without introducing significant bias.

Inclusion of these workers in future epidemiological
studies of the Sellafield plutonium workers will increase
statistical power to detect exposure/dose-response associa-
tions with less bias from early exposure assessments.
Moreover, it is likely that imputation of the missing
exposures with JEM-derived values will have considerable
impact on risk estimates because early workers will usually
have received some of the highest plutonium exposures and,
due to the passage of time, health outcomes for these
workers will now be largely known.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Table S1. The final plutonium intake (in Bq) of the
Sellafield JEM.

Fig. S1. Direct comparisons between estimated intakes
(based on the 90%-JEM) and measured intakes (in the 10%
validation sample) for each year of the JEM groups, after
log-transformation.
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